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Silver + at the start!

THIS NEWSLETTER IS INTENDED TO
INFORM YOU ON THE PROGRESS OF
THE PROJECT

Kick-off meeting

FOLLOW US!

The Erasmus+ program offers a unique opportunity to address
crucial issues together with other countries and partners in
Europe. There are many remote work tools, but it is always
necessary and strategic to meet live to organize and understand
each other and therefore work at best.
The kick-off meeting of the SILVER+ project was held at Belgium
at the CIEP on 5 November 2018. This meeting was an
opportunity to deepen mutual knowledge between project
partners: during the meeting, the partners met and shared the
work that each of them performs within their own organizations.
During the meeting the partners discussed the main themes of the
project. The work program focused on sharing the evaluation plan
and presenting the communication plan. The next meetings were
also planned.

www.facebook.com/SILVE
RPLUS_project

https://silverplus.erasmus.
site/
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2nd Transnational
Meeting
POLAND
On the 15th and 16th of April 2019, the SILVER+
Partnership gathered for the second transnational
project meeting. Danmar Computers was the host
partner.
During day one, meeting participants discussed project
management & implementation matters, including
administrative aspects, documentation for the
upcoming interim report and project lifecycle activities.
Following this, the partners IRIPS & SilverSAP
commenced the discussion on the development of
SILVER+ Competency Frameworks. Partners agreed on
the expected results and remaining works.

UPCOMING EVENTS
The SILVER+
Partnership will next
meet in Bastia at the
end of September
2019.

During day two, Danmar Computers presented the
assumptions for the development of the SILVER+ eLearning Platform. The partnership discussed the work
plan, template for development of content and division of
responsibilities.
Following this, the partner CIEP spoke on the Capacity
Building Toolkit for Blended Learning and how it will be
structured. Final parts of the meeting included the
dissemination strategy & materials (presented by C’entro)
and project quality monitoring & evaluation (lead by FyG
Consultores).
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